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ON THE PROBLEM OF INVARIANCE UNDER HOLOMORPHIC 
FUNCTIONS FOR A SET OF CONTINUITY POINTS 
OF THE SPECTRUM FUNCTION 
LAURA BuRLANDO, Genova 
INTRODUCTION 
In a paper to appear ([B2]) I have introduced a subset I0(X) of the set l(X) of 
all the continuity points of the spectrum function in the algebra of linear and con­
tinuous operators on a complex Banach space X. In the case of a separable Hilbert 
space, the set I(X) has been recently characterized by Conway and Morrel ([CM]) 
and it can be proved that I0(X) coincides with l(X). It is not known yet if this fact 
is true in any Banach space, but the authors of [AFHY], who give another necessary 
and sufficient condition for membership in Z(X), in the case of a separable Hilbert 
space(see [AFHV],Th. 14.15), suspect that such a condition (which, in any Banach 
space X, is equivalent to membership in I0(X), see [B2], 1.15 and 3.1) characterizes 
E(X) for any Banach space X (see [AFHV], page 313). The set I0{X) is therefore 
related to Z(X) in a very interesting way. 
In [B2] I have also studied algebraic and topological properties of I0(X)9 without 
treating the problem of invariance under holomorphic functions, that is instead the 
subject of this paper, in which a systematic study of the conditions that characterize 
such a property is made.1) 
In Section 1 I give two preliminary topological results, in a much more general 
ambit than what is needed for the successive proofs. 
In Section 2 I give equivalent conditions (Theorem 2.5) and sufficient ones (Corol­
laries 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8) for membership off(A) (where AeI0(X),X is a complex 
nonzero Banach space a n d / i s a complex-valued function, holomorphic on a neigh­
borhood of the spectrum of A) in I0(X). Some of the preliminary results in this 
section before Theorem 2.5 are slight extensions of analogous results in [BHOP]. 
In the last part of Section 2 I give equivalent conditions (Theorem 2.9) for member­
ship off(A) in Z0(X) for any A є I0(X) whose spectrum is contained in the domain 
*) As far I know, the problem of invariance of E(X) under holomorphic functions has not 
been studied yet. 
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of/, where/ is a complex-valued holomorphic function and X is a complex infinite-
dimensional Hilbert space (in Corollary 2.10 the particular case of / being a power 
is treated). 
Acknowledgement. My special thanks to Professor Cecconi, who was so kind to 
discuss with me about the results of this paper. 
0. 
If X is a Banach space, for any x є X and for any є > 0 let Bx(x, s) denote the set 
of all points of X whose distance from x is smaller than e. We shall denote with X* 
the space of linear and continuous functionals on X, with LC(X) the space of linear 
and continuous operators on X, with lx the identity operator on X and with LCCÇX) 
the ideal of compact operators on X. 
By a projection on X we shall mean an operator P e LC(X) such that P
2 = P. 
Obviously, Ix — P is a projection too, Im P = Ker (/x — P) (the symbol Im will 
be used to denote the range of a function), so that Im P is closed, and X = Im P © 
Ф Ker P (where the symbol 0 means algebraic direct sum). 
If A is a linear and continuous operator on a complex nonzero Banach space X, 
let A* denote the adjoint of A (if X is a Hilbert space, we shall denote the Hilbert 
adjoint of A with 4(*}) and let o(A) denote the spectrum of A. We recall that a[A) 
is a compact nonempty subset ofthe complex plane, so that, if g{A) denotes Cw(A), 
it results that q(A) is open and nonempty. We also recall that the resolvent function: 
Аед(А)^>(Нх — А)~{еЬс(Х) is analytic in g{A). Let oJ^A) denote the essential 
spectrum of Л, that is the spectrum of the class of A in the quotient algebra 
LC(X)JLCC{X). 
If / is a complex-valued function, holomorphic in an open neighborhood A of 
<r(A), the operator/(<4) є LC(X) is defined in the following way: 
f(A) = (l/(27ri)) J+ № / (A) (A/x - Л)" 1 <U , 
where D is an open bounded set such that a{A) <= D, 2) cz J , D has a finite number 
ofcomponents, dD is composed of a finite number of simple closed rectifiable curves, 
no two of which intersect and Л-dD signifies the positively oriented boundary of D 
(the above integral is well defined, and it does not depend on the particular choice 
of D, see [TL], page 310). We recall that a{f{A)) = f(a(A)) and oJJ(A)) = f(oe(A)) 
(see [GL], Theorem 1 and Section 2, and [CPY], (3.2.8)). 
We recall that a spectral set of A is a subset a of its spectrum that is both open and 
closed in the relative topology of v(A). Let QS-F(A) denote the set of all points X e C 
such that Xlx — A is a semi-Fredholm operator (see [K] , page 230). It is immediate 
to verify that g(A) a Qs-f{A) and ind(AJx - A) = 0 for any Яє g(A) (where, for 
any semi-Fredholm operator Te LC(Z), ind Tdenotes the semi-Fredholm index of T; 
see[K],IV,(5.1)and5.13).Then,ifweput^-F(^4) = {XeQs_F(A):ind(Ux - A) + 
Ф 0}, it follows immediately that Q*-F(A) cz a(A) (and, consequently, also 
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clQ^p(A) c a(A)). For any n e Z u {-oo, + oo}, we set g"-F(A) = { Л є ^ - Д Л ) : 
ind (ÀIX — Л) = n}. If Qp(A) denotes the set of all points Я є C such that Xlx — A 
is a Fredholm operator (see [K], page 230), it follows that QF(A) = U Qns-F(A). 
neZ 
Moreover, by [CPY], (3.2.8), gF(A) = C\ae(A). By [K], IV, 5.17, Q%F(A) is open 
for any neZu { — oo, + oo}. Consequently, also QF(A), QS_F(A), g*_F(A) are open 
subsets of C, and the semi-Fredholm index is constant on any component of QS-F(A). 
If V is a component of Qs-tJA), let iA(V) denote іші(Я1х - A) as Яє V. We set 
as~F{A) = C\ö s_F(^).Obviously,a s_F(A) с ае(Л) = vs-F{A)uQ^F(A)uQ;™F(Ä). 
Since £S_F(^) is open, it follows that dgs-F(A) c ö"s_f(i4). Moreover, since obviously 
^ Д Л ) , dg*_jp(y4), 5^"„F(^4) (where и є Z u { -oo , + oo}) and dK(where Kis a com­
ponent of Qs-p{A)) are contained in dQs-F(A), they are also contained in as^F(A). 
Let ^(v4) denote the set of all points Я є a[A) such that {Я} is a component of o(A); 
obviously, с\ф(А) cz a(A). 
If X is a complex nonzero Banach space, we put I0(X) = {A e LC(X): a(A) = 
- c l (e s lF ( i4)u Ф(А))} (see [B2], 3.1). Let l(X) denote the set of all continuity 
points of the spectrum function a\ LC(X) ~+ Kc (where Kc is the set of all compact 
nonempty subsets of C, endowed with the Hausdorff metric). I recall that I0{X) cz 
c l(X) (see [B2], 1.15). I f Z is a separable Hilbert space, also the opposite inclusion 
holds, so that I0(X) = l{X) (see[B2], 1.15). 
If we put x{X) = {A e LC(X): o{A) = cl ф(А)} (see [Bl] , 2.1 and 2.4), it follows 
obviously that r(X) cz I0(X). If X is finite-dimensional, it is immediate to remark 
that LC(X) — т(Х) = I0{X) = Z(X); the problem of invariance of I0(X) under 
holomorphic functions is therefore trivial in this case. 
We recall that, for any complex nonzero Banach space X, x(X) is closed with 
respect to holomorphic functions (see [Bl] , 2.13), so that, in particular, it is closed 
with respect to translations and powers. The behaviour of I0(X) under holomorphic 
functions is more complex, as this paper shows. 
1. 
Definition 1.1. If X is a complex nonzero Banach space, A e LC(X) and / is 
a complex-valued function, holomorphic on an open neighbourhood A of o(A), 
let Zf(A) denote the set of all points Я є o(A) such th&tf'(X) = 0. 
We remark that, as a(A) is compact, only a finite number of components of A 
have nonempty intersection with cr(A). Therefore, as / is holomorphic and any set 
which has no accumulation points in A intersects a(A) at most in a finite number of 
points, it follows that f(Zf(A)) is finite and, for any Я ф/(Ах(А)), / - 1({Я}) n a(A) 
is finite, too (see [R] , 10.18). 
Definition 1.2. Let X and Ybe topological spaces; for a n y / : X ^ Ylet If denote 
the set of all points x є X such that there exists a neighbourhood Ux of x such that 
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f(Ux) is a neighborhood o f / (x ) and fx: Ux ~>f{Ux) (where fx(y) = f(y) for any 
j ; є Ux) is a homeoniorphism. 
We remark that, if A is a linear and continuous operator on a complex nonzero 
Banach space and / is a complex-valued function, holomorphic on an open neigh­
borhood of c(A), it results that a(A)\Zf(A) a If (see [R] , 10.34), so that a(A)\ 
sI,c:Zj(A). 
Lemma 1.3. IfX is a topological space, F is a compact subset ofX, with empty 
interior, Y is a Hausdorff space and f: X ^ Y is a continuous function such that 
f°(F\If) = 0, then f°(F) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that X is a topological space, F is a compact subset of X, Yis 
a Hausdorff space a n d / : X ~> Yis a continuous function such t h a t / ° ( F \ / / ) = 0 
and /%F) Ф 0. We prove that, in this case, F° Ф 0. 
As / 0 (F ) /+ 0, there exists an open nonempty subset G of Ysuch that G c= / (F ) ; 
as / ° (F \ If) = 0, there exists y e G \f(F \ If), so that / _ 1({y}) n F c If. Therefore, 
for any x є / _ 1 ({у}) n F, there exists an open neighborhood Ux of x such that /(Ux) 
is open and/^: Ux ~> f(Ux) (where/x(z) = / (z) for any z є Ux) is a homeomorphism. 
Since 7 i s a Hausdorff space a n d / is continuous, / - 1 ({y}) is closed, so that, as F 
is compact, / - 1 ( { j / } ) n F is compact, too. Consequently, there exist a positive 
n 
integer n and xl9 ..., хл e/"*({y}) n F such that / _ 1 ({у}) п F с U UXj. Since for 
J ' = 1 
any x е/~г({у}) n F there existsj є {1, ..., n] such that x є UXJ (so that, as /^(x) = 
= / (x) = j ; = / x (xj) and/Xj. is a homeomorphism, x = Xj) it follows that /_ 1({y}) n 
n F = {xl5 ..., xn}. For any j = 1, ..., n we define Uj = UXj and fj = / x . Since F 
n 
is compact and Uj is open for any j = 1, . . . , n, F \ ( U Uy) is compact, so that, 
n jf = 1 n 
as / is continuous, f(F\( U ^j)) is compact, too. As y ^ / ( F \ ( U L^)) (because 
i = i M ; = i 
/ _ 1 ( { y } ) n F = {x l5 . . . ,xn} c (J L/y) and У is a Hausdorff space, it follows that 
j = l n 
there exists an open neighborhood U of y, contained in G n ( 0 / ( ^ j ) ) ' s u c h that 
л n j = 1 
U nf(F \ ( U Uj)) = 0. Therefore f''(U) n F c= (J ^ . 
/ = i y = i 
We construct now, by induction on k, a finite family {Wk}k==lt_t„ ofopen nonempty 
subsets of U in the following way: we set Wx = U. For any k = 1, . . . , n - 1, let Wk 
k 
be an open nonempty subset of L̂ . Then, iffk+i(Wk) n ( U/ /4^fc ) ) = ^ > w e define 
i = i 
Wfc+i = И^; if, instead, there existsj(fc) є { 1 , . . . , к} such thaXf^+x(W^nfJ^(W^ Ф 
Ф 0, we define Wk + l =f(fk+x(Wb)nfuv(Wk)). It is easy to verify, by induction 
o n k , t h a t , f o r a n y k = l , . . . ,w a n d f o r a n y j , he{\,...,k},\ïf]\Wk)nf~\Wk) Ф 
Ф 0 it follows that fj\Wk) = f^\Wk); then, if we define W = Wn, it follows that, 
for^yj,kG{i,...,n}Jj\W)nfk\W) = 0orfj\W)^fk\W). 
Since W is an open nonempty subset of U, U c / (F ) , / (F ) is compact and Y is 
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a Hausdorff space, there exists a compact set V, with nonempty interior, such that 
V cz W; obviously, as 7is Hausdorff, V is closed, so that/^*(K) is closed, too. 
For a n y j = l , . . . ,w we define Vs =fj\V) and Ij = {ke{l,...,n):fi*(W) n 
nfJ \W) = 0}; for any k є { l , . . . , n] \Ij it results obviously that/fc" \W) =-fJ l(W). 
n 
As F nf'*(U) c U ^ and W cz U, it follows that 
i=i 
fn(r(F)x( u/;W)) = (^r'WWr*(^H u/;W) = 
fc6i^ fce/j 
= F nf-*(V) r> (( и л - W ) (̂ и л-W)) = 
fes{l,...,n)Uj fceJ/ 
= fn/-^)n(/;^)s( u /r'W)) = fn/-i(F)n/;"(vr) = 
fceJ/ 
= Fn/;^) = fn^. 
Consequently, as F is compact, f~l(V) is closed and f^(W) is open for any k є 7^ 
F n Fy is compact, so that, as / is continuous and Yis a Hausdorff space, f(F n F,) 
is closed. 
n 
Since K c= L/ с f(F) and /"*(U) n F c U ^ , it follows that 
j = i 
K = F n / ( F ) = / ( F n / ^ ( 7 ) ) = / ( Û (F n / ; ' ( * 0 ) ) = № n ^ ) . 
y=i j=i 
Consequently, as Fhas nonempty interior, f(F n F,-) is closed for any j = 1, . . . , n 
and a finite union of closed sets with empty interior has empty interior, there exists 
p e { 1 , . . . , n} such that / ° ( F n Fp) Ф 0. As / ( F n Vp) - / P (F n Fp), fp is a homeo-
morphism and Up is open, it follows that F n ° Fp Ф 0; therefore F° ф 0. 
Lemma 1.4. Leř X be a connected topological space and let X be a proper, 
infinite and compact subset ofX; then, if D(K) denotes the set of all accumulation 
points ofK, itfollows that dK n D(K) Ф 0. 
Proof. We prove that if X is an infinite compact subset of a connected space X, 
suchthat dK n D(K) = 0, it follows that X = X. 
Since D(K) n dK — 0, any accumulation point of K has a neighborhood which 
has empty intersection with X \ X, so that D(K) cz K°; therefore X = K u D(K) = 
= X, so that dK cz K and, consequently, as dK is closed, D(dK) cz D(K) n dK = 0. 
Since ôX c X and X is compact, Ж is compact, too, so that, as any infinite 
compact set has at least one accumulation point and D{dK) = 0, dK is finite. Con­
sequently, as K = X° u dK and K is infinite, K° ф 0. 
Since dK n D(K) = 0, for any x є dX there exists an open neighborhood Ux 
of x such that tf, n X - {x}. Therefore X \ ( U Ux) = X \ f U (U* n X)) = 
лєдК хєсК 
= X \ ( U {*}) = K \dK = X°, so that, as X is closed and Ux is open for any 
xeôK 
xedK, X° is closed. Consequently, as X° ф 0 and X is connected, X° = X; it 
follows immediately that X = X. 
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2. 
Definition 2.1. Let A be an open nonempty subset of C and le t / : A ~» C be a holo-
morphic function. We shall denote the union of all components of A on which / 
is not constant with &f(A). 
We point out t h a t / is an open map on &/(^) (see [R] , 10.32). We remark that, 
for any keC,f~l({X})nQf(A) is discrete (see [R] , 10.18). Hence f~l({X})n 
n K n &f(A) is finite for any X є C and for any compact set K a A. Let X be 
a complex nonzero Banach space and let A e LC(X) be such that a(A) a A. It follows 
that/"*({A}) n а(Л) n i2j(zl) is finite for any X e C. We also remark that, since any 
component of A is open and closed in A, the intersection of any component of A 
with a{A) is a spectral set of A. Consequently, since a(A) intersects only a finite 
number of components of A, o{A) n Qf(A) is a spectral set of A. 
The following theorem is an easy consequence of the results of [GL]. Part i) has 
already been impliedly proved by the authors of [BHOP] in the particular case of 
a separable Hilbert space (see [BHOP], 3.4 and l.(l)). However, the proof of 
[BHOP], 3.4 cannot be used in the general case, as it is based upon the properties 
of the left and right essential spectra, whereas the characterization of as_F(A) as the 
intersection of the left and right essential spectra may not hold in the algebra of 
linear and continuous operators on a Banach space which is not a Hilbert one (see, 
for example, [B2], 1.1). Henceforth, we shall agree that the sum of an empty set of 
numbers is equal to zero. 
Theorem 2.2.Let X be a complex nonzero Banach space, let A є LC{X) and letf 
be a complex-valued function, holomorphic on an open neighborhood A of o(A). 
Itfollows that: 
i) a s _ F ( / ( ^ ) ) = / ( a s _ ^ ) ) u ( / ( e s + _ ^ ) ) n / ( ß - f ( ^ ) ) ) ; 
ii) for any Xe Csuch thatf 1({Я}) с: gs_F(Ä) (and hence, in particular,for any 
X e Qs„F(f(A)))9 r\{X}) n a(A) is finite and f''({X}) n D(a(A)) çz Qf(A); 
iii) ind (XIX - f(A)) = X
 m / M i n d Ых - A) for any X є ^ s_F( /(^)) 
vef-\{X})no°{A) 
(where rrif(fi) denotes the order of fi as a zero off — f(p)for any ft e Qf(A)). 
Proof. First of all, we prove i). We recall that Theorem 1 of [GL] can be applied 
also to the semigroups Ф~ = [TeLc(X): T is semi-Fredholm and ind T< +oo} 
and Ф+ = {Te LC(X): Tis semi-Fredholm and ind T > - оэ} (see [GL], Theorem 1 
and Section 2). Therefore ^ _ Д Д Л ) ) и ^ ^ and 
^ - Д / ( А ) ) и в ; ^ / ( Л ) ) = / ( а я . Д Л ) и в ; ^ ( Л ) ) . It follows that as„F{f(A)) = 
= (a.-tf{A)) u Q^f{A))) n (a.-ti(A)) u Q7^(f(A))) = (f(*,-M)) " 
vf(Q:-%A))) n(f(a^M))^f(Q^f(A))) = f(*.-M)) u ( Л ^ Й ) ) nf(g^%A))).. 
We have thus proved i). 
Now we prove ii). Let X e C. Suppose that f~\{X}) n a(A) is infinite: we prove 
that consequently/_1({A}) ф QS-F(A). As a(A) is compact, it has nonempty inter-
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section with only a finite number of components ofA. Hence A has a component 
A0 such that A0nf~1[{X})na(A) is infinite. We put o0 = a(A)nA0. As we 
remarked above, a0 is a spectral set of^4, and so it is compact. Consequently, as A0 n 
n / - 1 ( { l } ) n f f ( i ) is infinite and contained in c r 0 , / - 1 ( { A } ) n J 0 is not discrete, 
so that (see [R] , 10.18), as A0 is connected, / is constant on A0. Therefore A0 c 
c / - 1 ( { l } ) . Since a0 is infinite, from Lemma 1.4 it follows that da0 n D(a0) Ф 0; 
since do0 = дсг(Л) n J 0 and J9(a0) = D(a(A)) n J 0 there exists p e D(cr(yl)) n 
n да(Л) n J 0 . From [K] , IV, 5.6 and 5.31 it follows that do{A) n @5_Р(Л) consists 
of isolated points, so that D[a{A)) n do(A) n QS-F(A) — 0. Therefore, obviously, 
Ііфд$_р(А). Since ^o с=/_1({Я}), we have thus proved that / -1({A}) Ф gs^F(A). 
Hence, for any X e C such that/ - 1({A}) c Qs-p(A),f'1^}) n #(Л) is finite. More­
over, for any jUG/ -1({A})n D(cr(v4)), the intersection of any neighbourhood of fi 
with o{A) is infinite. It follows easily that/_ 1({A}) n ^(а(Л)) с fy(4). 
Finally, we prove iii). Let X e Qs-F(f(A)). 
Since Qns^F(A) is an open subset of o{A) for any n e ( Z \ { 0 } ) u { — co, +oo}, 
f~\{X}) n a(v4) c QS_F(A) by i) and/_1({A}) n a%4) c Q,(J) by ii), it followsthat 
ГХШ n ( U rf-p(>0)n ß / H <=/"'(№) n *°И c 
ne(Z\{0})u{-oo, + oo} 
= (T*({A))n( U sJ .p (4 )no^) )u 
/i€(Z\{0})u{-oo, + oo) 
u ( / " 4 W ) n <т(Л) n 6s°_F(A) n ß / J ) ) . 
Therefore 
X m/(iu) ind (д/х - A) = 
pef-H{X))na*(A) 
Z m/(jtx) ind (^/x - Л) . 
дє/-і({А})п( u e^_ F (^»^ß/(^) 
n6(Z\{0})u{-oo, + oo} 
By [GL], Theorem 1 (see [TL], IV, 3.1), 
ind(Ux-f(A))= I n 1 mf(ß) = 
neZu(-oo, + oo} дє/ 1({Ц)па(А)г>о"_г(А)г\иу(А) 
X Z т/(^) i n d №х - ^) = 
ne(Z\{0})u{-oo, + oo} pef-i({l))nQ^_F(A))nQf(A) 
Z m / W i n d ( ^ - A) = 
дє/-Ч{А})п( U c?sn_F(^))n%(zO 
M6(Z\{0})u{-oo,+ oo} 
I m/(^) ind №x - A) • 
tief~H{X})na°(A) 
Lemma 2.3. Let A be an open nonempty subset of C, letf: A -+ С be a holomorphic 
function, let K be a compact nonempty subset of A and let V be an open subset 
ofA, such that dVczK andf(V) <tf(K). Then: 
i) f{V) \f(K) is open and /"*({A}) n V c Qf(A) for any X є C\f(K); 
ii) for any X ef(Vn Q/(A)) \f(K n Qf[A)), there exists a component off(V)\ 
\f(K) which contains a punctured neighborhood of X. 
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/ / , in addition, Vis bounded, itfollows that: 
iii) any component off{V) \f(K) is also a component of C\f(K) and U c f(W) 
for any component U of C\f(K) andfor any component WofVsuch that 
f(W)nU Ф 0 ; 
iv) /"*({A}) n Vn Qf(A) is finite for any X e C, / - 1 ( № ) n v is finite for апУ 
XeC\f(K) and the function N,((')> V): ÀeC\f(K) ^ Nf(X, V) = 
= X W / W є N is constant on any component of C\f(K); 
Дє/ - і ( {А})пК 
v) if zef(VnQf(Á))\f(KnQf(A)) and Uz is the component of C\f(K) 
which contains a punctured neighborhood of z, we have that Nf(l, V) = 
= X тА^) for any ^є ^ 2 -
M6/ - ' ( {z ) )nKnO/ (4 ) 
Proof. First of all, we prove i). Since any component of A is the intersection of A 
with a closed subset of C and Vu K is closed (as dV c K) and contained in A, the 
intersection of V\j K with any component of A is closed in C Since the intersection 
of any component of A, which does not intersect K, with F u K is an open proper 
subset of C, it follows that any component of A which intersects Fintersects also K. 
Consequently, since A \Qf(A) is the union of all components of A on which / is 
constant, f(Vn (A\Qf(A)) c / ( X ) . Hence f(V)\f(K) =f(Vn Qf(A))\f(K), so 
that, since/is an open map on Qf(A) and K is compact,/(F) \f(K) is open. Moreover 
for any Я є C \f(K), f - \Щ) n V a Qf(A). 
Now we prove ii). Let Xef(Vn Qf(A))\f(K n Qf(A)). Since Qf(A) is closed in 
the relative topology of A, K n Qf(A) is compact and d(Vn Qf(A)) c K n Qf(A). 
Moreover, since obviously Ѵсл Qf(A) Ф 0 and, as we proved above, any component 
of A which intersects V intersects also K, we have K n Qf(A) ф 0. Hence 
f(Vn Qf(A))\f(K n Qf(A)) is open, by i). Therefore, if U denotes the component 
off(Vn Qf(A)) ^f(K n Q/(A)) which contains A, it follows that U is open. Since K 
is compact, it intersects only a finite number of components of A. Consequently, 
since A \ Qf(A) is the union of all components of A on which / is constant, 
f(Kn(A\Qf(A))) is finite. If we set U0 = U\(f(Kn(A\Qf(A)))Kj{X\), it 
follows that U0 is a connected punctured neighborhood of A. Moreover, U0 c 
c= (f(V) \f(K n Qf(A))) n (C^f(K n (A \ Qf(A))) = / ( F ) \ ( /(X n 0 ^ ) ) u 
u / ( X n (A \ ß / J ) ) ) ) = / ( 7 ) \f(K). Hence there exists a component off(V) \f(K) 
which contains U0. 
We have thus proved ii). Now we suppose Kto be bounded. 
If we remark that f(V)\f(K) =f(V\K)\f(K) and any component of V\K 
is a bounded component of C \ K, the first assertion of iii) is an easy consequence 
of [BHOP], 3.1. However, we can give a very simple direct proof. Since Fis bounded 
and dVczK, it follows that VuK is compact. Consequently, f(V)\f(K) = 
= (C\f(K))nf(VvK) is closed in the relative topology of C\f(K). Since 
Аѵ)^/(к) is open in C, it follows immediately that any component off(V)\f(K) 
is also a component of C\f(K). 
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Since, by what we havejust proved, any component off(W) Ч Д ^ ) is also a com­
ponent of C\f(K) for any component VTofFsuch that/(H7) Ф f(K) (we point out 
that dW c= dV c= X), the second assertion of iii) can be easily proved in the same 
way ofthe first assertion of [BHOP], 3.5. 
SinceFisboundedanddF c K,sothat F u Kisacompactsubsetof^, /"*({A}) n 
nVnQj(A) is finite for any XeC. If, moreover, XeC\f(K), it follows that 
/ _ 1 ( W ) n ^* s ^ n i t e ' a s / _ 1 ( M ) n V с ^ / ( ^ ) ^У 0- Hence the first two assertions 
of iv) are proved. 
The third assertion of iv) is an easy consequence of the theory of topological 
degree and ofthe Cauchy-Riemann conditions. However, it has already been proved, 
in a more direct way, by the authors of [BHOP], in the particular case of V being 
a hole of cre(T), contained in o(T) (where Tis a linear continuous operator on a sepa­
rable Hilbert space),K = oj<T) and /be ing a nonconstant complex-valued function, 
holomorphic on a connected open neighborhood of ff(T) (see [BHOP], 3.5). The 
proof of [BHOP], 3.5 can be repeated in this case. 
Finally, we prove v). Let zef(VnQf(A))\f(KnQf(A)). Then, by ii), there 
exists a component Uz of C\f(K) which contains a punctured neighborhood of z. 
Moreover, Uz u {z} is contained in a component off(Vn Qf(A))\f(K n Q/(A)). 
Hence, by iv), Nf(A, Vn Qf(A)) = Nf(z, Vn Qf(A)) = £ mJji) for 
pef-H{z])nVnQf(A) 
any XeUz. Since Uz c C\f(K), and consequently / " * ( # z ) n Fcz 0^(zf) by i), 
it follows that Nf(X,V) = Nf(X,VnQf(A)) = £ rn/д) for any 
^ є £ | ^ / - > ( { z ) ) n F n f i ^ ) 
Let K be a nonempty compact subset of C, let V be an open subset of C, with 
dF c X, and let / be a complex-valued function, holomorphic on an open neigh-
borhood A of F u K. Since f(V)\f(K) = / ( 7 n 0 ^ ) ) x / ( K ) and / ( F ) x / ( K ) is 
open, it is easy to verify that f(V)\f(K) ф 0 i f and only if f(Vn Qf(A))\ 
\f(K n Qf(A)) Ф 0. 
Suppose F t o be bounded. Then, by Lemma 2.3, iv), Nf((*), V) is constant on U 
for any nonempty set U which is contained in a component of C\f(K). We shall 
denote the value of N/((-), F) on L̂  by N/(tf, 7). Obviously, if L^ and U2 are non­
empty subsets of the same component of C \ / ( X ) , it follows that Nf(Ui9 V) = 
- N / U 2 , 7). 
Let X be a complex nonzero Banach space, let A e LC(X), let V be a component 
of @ДЛ), contained in o(A) and let / be a complex-valued function, holomorphic 
on an open neighborhood of a(A) and such that f(V) ф /(сге(Л)). Then, since 
дѴ а ае(Л), if we put K = oe{Ä) all the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 (including the 
boundedness of V) are satisfied. Hence, since any component of Qp(A) which inter-
sects o°(A) is contained in a(A) (see [K] , IV, 5.6 and 5.31), the following result is 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. It has already been 
proved by the authors of [BHOP] in the particular case of X being a separable 
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Hilbert space and A being connected (see [BHOP], 3.7). The proof of [BHOP], 
3.7 can be repeated without changes in the general case. 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a complex nonzero Banach space, let A e LC(X), let f be 
a complex-valuedfunction, holomorphic on an open neighborhood ofa(A) and let U 
be a component ofgF(f(A)) = С \ / (а е (Л)) . Then, if C{V) denotes thefamily of 
all components V of QF(A) such that V c o(A) and f(V) n U Ф 0, it follows that 
C(U) isfinite and inA){U) = £ Nf(U, V) iA(V). 
VeC(U) 
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a complex nonzero Banach space, let A є I0(X) and letf 
be a complex-valued function, holomorphic on an open neighborhood A of a(A). 
Then thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 
i)f(A)eZo(X); 
n)f(g^F(A))nf(g~J°F(A)) has empty interior and, for any component U of 
C\f(ae(A)) such that U cf(a(A)), £ Nf(U, V)iJV) Ф 0; 
VeC{V) 
iii)for any kef{gf~F(Ä)c\ Q/(A)), {-oo, +oo} ф {ind(^Jx — A): jief~l({X})n 
n gtF(A) n Qf(A)} and, if k ф/(дд^А) n Qf(A)), 
£ mf(fx) ind (fdx - A) Ф 0; 
ßef~i({Ä})nQ^_F(A)nQf(A) 
i v ) { A e / G i ^ ) ) x / ( Z X ^ ) ) : / - X W ) ^ ^ ) ^ ^ F ^ ) and, if Hf(Q^(A))n 
^f(Qs^p(A)), X ind(^J x - A) = 0} has empty interior; 
nef-HU])na(A) 
v)(f(QÏ^(A))nf(Q;j°F(A))) has empty interior 
and,for any component U of C\f(ae(A)), contained inf(a(A)), there exists 
À є U such that £ mf(ß) ind {ßlx ~ А) ф 0. 
Мє/-і({Я})паои) 
Proof. First of all, we prove timtf°(Zf(A) u dg^F(A) u cl ф(А)) = 0. Since the 
boundary of any open set has empty interior and gf-F{A) is an open subset of C, 
d°gf-F(Â) = 0. Besides, since C is a locally connected space, it follows that сг°(Л) n 
n cl ф(А) = 0, and so (cl ф(А))° = 0. Consequently, since both dQ*Lp(A) and cl ф(А) 
are closed and the union of a finite number of closed sets with empty interior has 
empty interior, дд^Р(А)ис\ф(А) has empty interior, too. Since (dg*_F(A)v 
u cl ф(А)) \ If c o(A) \ If c Zf(A) andf(Zf(A)) at most consists of a finite number 
of points, it follows thatf°((dQ*_F(A) u cl ý{Á))\If) = 0. Hence, since obviouslyC 
is a Hausdorif space and dg^LF(A) u cl ф(А) is compact, from Lemma 1.3 it follows 
that f°(dgf_F(A) u cl ф(А)) = 0. Consequently, since f(Zf(A)) is finite, f°(Zf(A) u 
u dg^F(A) u cl ^(A)) = 0. 
Now we prove that i) implies ii). Suppose that there exists an open nonempty 
subset G of the complex plane such that G c f(g*J°F(A)) n f(g^p(A)). Since 
f(gt%{A))nf(g;_*p(A)) cz e.-4f(A)) by Theorem 2.2, it follows that 
G n Q*-p{f(A)) = 0. Morevoer, G c a°(f(A)), so that, since C is locally connected, 
G n $(f(A)) = 0. Therefore Q*Ltf(A)) u Y(f(A)) is not dense in a(f(A)), and con­
sequently f{A) ф Z0(X). 
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Suppose now that there exists a component U of C\f(&e{A)) = Qp{f{A)),
 c o n~ 
tained in f{o{A)) = tr(/(>4)), such that £ JV>(tf, F) u (F) - 0. From Theorem 
VeC{U) 
2.4 it follows that inA){U) = 0. Therefore tf cz <x*(/(4)) n £5%(ДЛ)), and con­
sequently U n ОИДЛ)) u e,ljp(/(i4))) = 0. Hence ^(/(A)) u Qt-F(f(A)) is not dense 
i n a ( / ( ^ ) ) , s o t h a t / ( ^ ) i Z o ( X ) . 
We have thus proved that i) implies ii). We prove that ii) implies iii). 
Suppose that there exists l0ef(g^_F(A)nQf(A)) such that { - o o , + o o ) c 
cz {ind (fiIx - A): p єГ\{Х0}) n QtF{Ä) n Qf(A)}. L e t ^ e/"*({Ao}) n ^ - ^ ) n 
n fy(J) and fi2 ef-\{X0}) n &"_%4) n Qf(A). Since e+_"(4) and ef_"(4) are open, 
there exist a neighborhood V\ of x̂x and a neighborhood L/2 of /x2 such that Ut cz 
cz Q*Jp(A) and L̂ 2 cz ^7_^(Л). Moreover, since fi^ and ju2 belong to £2̂ (zd) and / is 
an open map on &f(A), it follows that there exists an open neighborhood U of Я0 
such that Ü с / ( ^ ) п / ( У 2 ) c / ( ^ ( A ) ) n / ( ^ 4 Hence / ( ^ _ % 4 ) ) n 
п/(^7-°г(Л)) has nonempty interior. 
Suppose now that there exists Ax ef(g^F(A) n Q/(A)) \f(dg^F(À) n i2/(^)) such 
that {-oo, +oo} Ф {ind(fiIx - A): pef~~1({Xí})n Qf(A)ng^F(A)} and 
£ my(^) ind (д/ х — Л) = 0. Then {ind (ju/x — Л): ju e 
де/-*({Аі})пе _ ^ ) n D / ( J ) 
e / _ 1 ( U i } ) n ß / ( ^ ) n ^ - F ^ ) } cz Z, f(QÌ-F(A))\f(dQ*_F(A)) Ф 0 and, by Lemma 
2.3, there exists a component UXl off(g*_F(A))\f(dg^_F(A)) (which is also a com­
ponent of C\f(dg^F(A)) as Q*-F(A) is bounded) that contains a punctured neigh­
borhood of Xt. We point out that UÀl cz /(а(Л)) = v(f(A)). Let / denote the family 
of all components V of g^F(A) such that f(V) n U^4=0. From Lemma 2.3 it follows 
that, for any Vex, UXi <=f(V) (so that Fcz Qf(A)) and, since dVcz dg^F(A), 
Nf(UXl, V) = Y, mf(f1)' Morevoer, {Aj u UÀl is contained in a component 
pef'HiWnV 
of C\/(d£Š_F(^) n Qf(A)), so that / coincides with the family of all components V 
of Q*-F{A)nQf(A) such that ^ef{V). Consequently, / " * ( { A j ) n & t f ( 4 ) n 
n i 3 ^ ) = / " 4 i M ) n ( U ^ ) a n d { U F ) : 7 6 z } = { i n d ( ^ - 4 ) : ^ e / - ! ( { A j ) n 
Гє* 
n & t ^ 4 ) n %(J )} cz Z (so that / - 1(*7A l) n gf-F{A) cz |J F cz gF(A)). Since Л є 
Кєх 
e Z 0 ( l ) , so that ff(A) = cl(ei_jF(i4))ucl^(i4), and U^czC\f(dg^F(A% it 
follows t h a t / ^ ( ^ ) n Ge{A) cz cl <Jr(4). Hence UXl ^f(ff^A)) э üAl \ / ( c l tfr(A)), so 
that, since /°(с1^(Л)) = 0 by what we have proved above and dg*_F(A) cz ae(A) 
(which implies C\f(ae(A)) cz C\f(dg^LF(A))), there exists a component U of 
C\f(aJiA)) such that tf c UAl c / ( a ( 4 ) ) . 
Since UÄl cz / ( F ) and V cz £Г(Л) for any Ve x, it follows- that % cz C(t/). Since 
*°(Л) n cl ^(Л) = 0 and A є Г0(Х), it follows that a°(A) n еДЛ) cz &?LF(4). Con­
sequently, F cz ß s l F (^) for any F e C(U), so that C(U) cz x . 
We have thus proved that C(t/) = / . 
In addition 
£ NXu,F)i,(VO = IiVX^,y)i,(F) = 
VsC(U) Кє* 
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= I ( I "vOO) UV) = 1 I mÂ»)ind №x - л) = 
Гє* M6/-4{Ai))nF Кє* A^/^(Ui ) )nK 
I m/W ind (^x - ^) = 
Дє/~і({Яі})п( U F) 
Кє* 
Z m/Wind (Л - A) = o. 
Aie/-i({Ai})nos±_F(^)n%(J) 
Hence condition ii) is not satisfied. 
We have thus proved that ii) implies iii). 
We prove that iii) implies iv). Suppose that condition iii) is satisfied. Then, since, 
for any leC\f(Zf(A)),f~1({X\)na(A)^Qf(A) and mf(^)=l for any fie 
ef-*({A))nc(Al { 2 e / ( o ^ ( i ) ) x / ( Z ; ( 4 ) ) : / ^ ( { A ) ) n ^ ) c ^ _ , ( i ) and, if 
X tf{gt^{A)) ^f{Q7-%A% £ ind (fjiIx - A) = 0} с {A ef{qf^A) n 
дє/-і({Я})па(Л) 
n 0 / J ) ) \ / ( ^ _ г ( Л ) n 0 / J ) ) : Z тДд) ind (fiIx - Л) = 0 if 
ßef-Hm)nQ±_F(A)nQf(A) 
{~oo, +oo} ф {ind(^Ix - A)\pief~\{X}) n o*_r(A) n &/(^)}} = 0, so that also 
condition iv) is satisfied. 
We prove that iv) implies v). Since A є Zo{%)> so that а(Л) = cl g^LF(A) u cl ^(Л), 
it follows that ( Д ^ ( Л ) ) п ^ cz 
c {Ae/ (^p(^ ) ) : / "^{Aj )no- (y4) cz ^_f(vl)).Therefore,ifconditioniv)issatisfied 
it follows that (f(g^S(A)) nf(g;J°F(A))) \f{Zf(A) u dg^p(A) u cl ^(4)) has empty 
interior. 
Suppose now that there exists a component U ofC\f(ae(A)), contained inf(a(A)), 
such that Z mÀ^)ind (j^x ~~ A) = ° f ° r апУ ^ є ^- We r ecall that 
рє/~Н{Л})пя°(Л) 
f°{Zf(A) u dQ^Lp(A) u cl ^(i4)) - 0. Consequently, U \f(Zf(A) u dg^F(A) u 
u cl ^(A)) is open and nonempty. Moreover, / " 1(U \f(Zf(Ä) u dg*_F(A) u di|/(A))) n 
n ff(A) c e,ip(il), so that f''(U \f(Zf(A) u 3 & t ^ 4 ) u cl ф(А))) n а(Л) -
= /~1(и\^/(А)идд^Р(А)ис\ф(А)))па°(А) and t 7 \ / ( Z ^ ) u 3 f c l F ( i á ) u 
ис І^ (Л) ) czf(g^F(Äf). Since m / ^ ) = 1 for any fiea(A)\f(Zf(A))% it follows 
that U \f(Zf(A) u 3e*-*M u cl ^r(A)) <= {A ef(Q*L^A)) x / ( Z ^ 4 ) ) : r * ( M ) n 
n * ( i i ) c e , ip(A)and,ifA^/(e;J5(A))n/(erJ^(A)) , I ind(M/, - Л) = 
дє/-і({Я})п^(Л) 
= 0}, which consequently has nonempty interior. Hence condition iv) is not satisfied. 
We have thus proved that iv) implies v). 
Finally, we prove that v) implies i). Suppose that condition v) is satisfied. Since 
AeZ0(X), it follows that Gs-p{A)c:dg*_F(A)vclý(A). Consequently, since 
r(dg*_p(A) u cl ф(А)) = 0, f°(as^F(A)) = 0. Therefore, since 
f{gtM) n Qf(A)) is open cl {f{qtM) n Qf(A)) ^f(*s-M))) = 
= cl(f(gtr(A) n Qj{A))) « cl (f(gtr(A) n Qf(A))) = /(cl ( f c l ^ ) ) n 0 / 4 ) ) . 
Moreover, since dgtM) c ^ _ ^ ) , / ( ^ _ ^ ) ) x / ( o - , _ ^ y l ) ) = / ( в я І р ( Л ) п 
n i2j(zJ))x/(cTs_^.4)) (see Lemma 2.3). 
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It follows that a(f(A))=MA)) = (/(с\(ф(А)))\/(сІ^Р(А)пи/{А)))и 
^4f(Qlr(A))^f(aUm 
It can be proved that / ( c l ^ (A) ) \ / ( c l (6 s l F (A) ) )nßXJ) )czc l^ ( / (>4) ) (since 
Л с 1 Qr-p(A)) \ Qf(A)) c / ( Z ^ 4 ) ) , the proof is analogous to the proof of [B1], 2.13). 
We prove thatf(Q^F(A))\f(as-F{A)) c Q^Lp(f(A)). Let U be a component of 
/ f e l F ( ^ ) ) \ / ( f f s _ F ( ^ ) ) . Then U c/(o"(i4)) and, by Lemma 2.3, V is a component 
of C s / ( f f , ^ 4 ) ) and f-'(U)nQ^f(A)czQf(A). It follows that f(g^(A))n 
п / ( е Г - " И ) n t/ is open, and therefore, since ( Д в ^ ( Л ) ) п / ( е Г Л Й ) ) ) 4 / ( z / ( ^ ) u 
u ^^s±_F(v4) u cl ф(А)) and f(Zf(A) u dg*_F(A) u cl ^(4)) have empty interior and 
/ ( Z ^ 4 ) u О^ІДЛ) u cl ^ 4 ) ) is closed, / ( Й ( і ) ) п / ( 0 Л ( 4 n У = 0. 
Hence U is a component of C \ ( / ( ^ F ( 4 ) ) u ( / ( ^ 
= &-Д/0 4 ) ) (see Theorem 2.2). 
If i / (4)( tf)e{-oo, +oo}, obviously U c Q^p(f(A)). If, instead, if{A)(V)eZ, it 
follows that U is a component of QF(f(A)) = С\Да в (Л)) . Since U c / ( a ( i ) ) and 
condition v) is satisfied, there exists Я є L̂  such that т / (м) ш(* (^/x ~ 
дє/-і({Я})па6(^) 
— А) Ф 0. Hence, by Theorem 2.2, ifiA){U) = ind (Ліх — /(^4)) = 
I mj(fi) ind ( ^ - Л) Ф 0, so that U ç Q^L^(A)). 
nef-HW)na"(A) 
We have thus proved that/(g*_f(4|) \/(crs_F(^4)) cz Q^LF(f(A)). It follows imme-
diately that <r(/(4)) = cl ^(/(i4)) u cl Q^F(f(A))9 and therefore f(A) e Z0(X). 
The proof is now complete. 
Corollary 2.6. Let X be a complex nonzero Banach space, let A є Z0(X) and letf 
be a complex-valued function, holomorphic in a neighborhood of сг(Л) and one-
to-one on a(A) \ Zf(A). Then f(A) є I0(X). 
Proof. Since/ is one-to-one on a(A) \ Zf(A),f~l({X}) n o{A) consists of a single 
point jUA e Q^Lp(A) for any X ef(o*_F(A)) \f(Zf(A)), so that, for any X ef(o*_F(A)) \ 
\f(Zj(A)),{-œ, + œ } ф { i n d ( ^ - A):pey-'({X})} c {0,ind(tiJx - 4 ) )and 
X ind (рйх - A) = ind (ßJx - А) Ф 0 . 
fief-HiM)n<r(A) 
Therefore, in particular, condition iv) ofTheorem 2.5 is satisfied, and sof(A) є Z0(X). 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.6. 
Corollary 2.7. Let X be a complex nonzero Banach space and let AeIQ(X). 
Then XIX + ßA є Ia(X)for any Я, ^ є С. 
We have proved indeed that I0(X) *s closed with respect to polynomials of first 
degree. Nevertheless, generally speaking, Zo(X) is not closed with respect to poly­
nomials, as we shall show afterwards. 
Corollary 2.8. Let X be a complex nonzero Banach space, let p g; 2 be an integer 
p-\ 
and let AeZ0(X) be such that a(A)n(^Q2kni/pa(A))c:{0}. ThenApeZ0(X). 
k=-i 
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Proof. Let / p denote the function defined byfp(X) = Xp for any A є C. Obviously/p 
is holomorphic and, as p is positive, Zfp(Ä) = a(A) n {0}. For any q > 0 and 
for any фе[Ъ,2к),ГР\{иъіф}) = {иІІРетіР+2кѵІР): fc = 0 , . . . , p - l } . For any 
je{0,...,p - 1} such that ві/реї(ФІР+2]*ІР)єо(А), it follows that 
(/;1({веф})\{в1">е«*ІР+2"Лр)})по(А) = o < i i ) n ( V e " " " " { e * " e ' W * + ^ ' > } ) c 
p - 1 fc=l 
c (ff(4) \ {0}) n ( U e2kni/pv(A)) = 0. Therefore, for any Я є C \ { 0 } , f'p'\{X}) n 
л = і 
n сг(Л) consists at most of a single point. Since fp(a(A) \ Zf(A)) = fp(a(A) \ 
\ ({0} n а(Л))) = /po"(̂ 4) \ {0}) c C \ {0}, we have thus proved that fp is one-to-one 
on o{A) \ Z / p (^) . From Corollary 2.6 it follows that Лр = fp(A) є £0(Jř). 
Theorem 2.9. LetX be a complex infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, let A be an 
open nonempty subset of C nad letf: A ~> C be an holomorphicfunction. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
i) f(A) є Z0(X) for any A є Z0(X) such that a(A) cz A; 
ii) / is one-to-one on Qf(A); 
iii) / is one-to-one on {f')~x (C\ {0}). 
Proof. First of all, we prove that i) implies ii). We set Q = &f(A). 
Suppose t h a t / is not one-to-one on Q. Consequently, there exist Al5 A2 є & s u c n 
that Aj ф A2 and/(Ai) = /(A2). Since A l5A2GÍ2, from [R] , 10.18 it follows that 
there exists r > 0 such that £C(A1? r) n БС(Я2, r) = 0 and, for any j = 1, 2, 
cl Bc(Xj, r) c Í2 and /(Я) Ф /(A,) for any Я є cl БС(Я;, r) \ {Яу}. 
We define m7- = nij-{Xj) for anyj = 1, 2. Since X is infinite-dimensional, it contains 
two closed, separable and infinite-dimensional subspaces Xt and X2 such that 
X1 1 X2. Hence, if we define X0 = (А\ © X2)L and, for any 7 = 0, 1, 2, Pj denotes 
the orthogonal projection of X onto Xj9 it obviously follows that PjPk = 0 if к ф j 
2 2 2 
and £ Pj = Ix. Since (J cl J3C(A;, r) c Í2 and Í2 is open, 0 \ ( U-cl Bc(Xp r)) Ф 0. 
j = o y = i 7 = 1 2 
Since / is not constant on any component of Í2, there exists Я0 є Q \ ( U cl Bc[Xj, r)) 
such that /(Ao) Ф f{X,) = f(X2). j= l 
For any j = 1,2 let SjeLc(Xj) be an unilateral shift. Then, for any j = 1,2, 
it results that a(Sj) = *(S</>) = c\Bc(0, 1) see [H] , Sol. 67), ^ ( S < * > ) = £c(0, 1) 
and i n d ^ / x . - S<*>) - 1 for ЯєБ с (0 ,1 ) (see [K] , IV, 5.24). Besides, for any 
positive integer p, considering that, for any Q ^ 0 and for any Ѳ є [0, 2тс), Q^Ixj ~ 
- ( S f ^ = ( 4 f - ^ n V ^ ^ ^ % - S<*>)> from [CPY], (3.2.7) it follows 
k = o J 
that Bc(0,l)czQ^F((S(pY) and i n d ^ J ^ . - ( S f > ) * ) ) = p for any ЯеБ с (0 ,1) . 
Consequently, Bc(0,1) c Q*„F(Spj) and іп^(Я/х . - Sj) = ~p for any ЯєБ с (0 , 1). 
(see [K] , IV, 5.14). Let us consider the operator A є LC(X) defined in the following 
way: A = Л0Р0 + (Л1ІХі + r S ? 2 ^ + (Я2/*2 + r ( S ^ ) " 1 ) ^ - » i s n o t difficult to 
verify that Aw = 10P0 + ( I 1 / X i + r(S[*)p) Pi + {l2lXl + r S r ) P 2 . Since 
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<KVx, + rST) = с\Вс{Хиг) and о{Х21Хг + г ф Т О = c\Bc{X2,r), from [TL], 
2 2 
V, 5.4 it follows that a(A) = о(Ха1Хо) u ( U cl Bc(Xp r)). Then U cl Вс(Хр r) e 
2 J'=1 2 j = l 
с a(A) с {A0} и ( U cl Bc(Xj, r)). Since A0 £ U cl BC(A;, r), it follows that {A0} n 
п с г ( Л ) с ^ ( Л ) . J = t ^=1 
Since Bc(Xt, r) n сг(Я2/Х2 + r(S</>)'"') = в ^ , r) n cl BC(X2, r) = 0 = 
2 
= cl BC(A1; r) n BC(A2, r) = <j(XJXl + rST) n BC(A2, r) and A0 £ U Bc(Xj, r), from 
j = i 
[TL], V, 5.2 it follows that Ker(A/* - A) = Ker(((A - Xl)jr)lXl - ST
2), 
Ker(A7* - Л(*') = Ker ( ( (A- A j / r ) / X i - (S<,*7"2) and Im(Aix - A) = X0 ф 
ф Im (((А - Aj)/r) / х , - S72) Ф Х2 for any А є Bc(Al5 r) (so that, as (A - At)/r є 
є ß c(0,1) e Qs-F(Sr), Л e es-F(A) and ind (XIX - A) = ind (((A - A,)/r) IXl -
- ST) = -m2) and KerjA/x - Л) = Ker(((A - X2)jr)IX2 - (S</>)""), 
Ker (XIX - Am) = Ker (((A - A2)/r) IX2 - SJ') and Im (XIX - Á) = * 0 © X, © 
© I m ( ( ( A - A 2 ) / r ) / X 2 - ( S 2 *
) ) m i ) for any XeBc(X2,r) (so that, as (X-X2)\re 
e Bc(0,1) e É>s_F((S2*')
m'), Аєе5-г(Л) and ind (A/x - A) = ind(((A - X2)jr)lXl -
-№T) = »0-
We have thus proved that g~-F(A) з U ^c(^-, r)- Hence o{A) = {o(A) n {A0}) u 
2 y = l 
и ( и с 1 Б с ( Я у , г ) ) с : ^ ( Л ) и с 1 ^ 5 _ г ( Л ) . Since the opposite inclusion is trivial, it 
j=i 
follows obviously that A e I0(X). 
2 
Since a(A) cz {Я0} u ( U с1Бс(Яі5 r)) c= Q cz zj, / is holomorphic in a neigh-
y = i 
borhood of a(A). We prove t h a t / ( 4 ) £ £0(X). 
Since Я І 5 Я 2 є ^ _ Р ( Л ) , / ( А О = / ( А 2 ) , /(A0) + / ( A ^ and / ( A ) # / ( A ^ for any 
2 
A є ( U cl Bc(Xp r)) \ {A1? A2} it follows that /"*({/(^i)}) n * И = {Ai, ^2} <= 
y = i 
c: Q^F(A) cz Q. Therefore 
f(Xx) ef(Qtr(A) n Q) \f{dQU(A) n Q), 
{indO*Z* - i 4 ) : ^ e / " X { / ( A 0 D n e i _ ^ ) n O} = {ml9 ~m 2 } ф {- oo, +00} 
and 
£ m / 0 0 ind (juJx — Л) = mj ind (A^* — A) + 
де/-і({/(Аі)})пеДр(Л)пЯ 
+ m2 ind(A2 /x ~ A) = - ^ 1 ^ 2 + m ^ ! = 0 . 
Consequently, by Theorem 2.5, i i i ) , / (^) ^Z 0(Z) . 
We have thus proved that if/ is not one-to-one 011 Q there exists A є I0(X) such 
that о-(Л) c A and/(A) í I ^ J ř ) . Hence i) implies ii). Since obviously ( / ' ) " 1 (C\{0}) 
is contained in the union of all components of A on which / is not constant, ii) 
implies iii). Since (f')-1(C\{0})na(A) = a(A)\Zf(A) for any AeI0(X) such 
that a(A) cz A, from Corollary 2.6 it follows immediately that iii) implies i). 
The proof is therefore complete. 
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Coroììary 2.10. Let X be a complex infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and let A 
be an open nonempty subset of C. Then,for any integer p ^ 2, Ap e I0ÇX)for any 
p-\ 
A є I0(X) such that o(A) c A iff A n ( U e2k7ii/pA) = 0. 
p - 1 k ~ 1 v - 1 
Proof. If A n ( U e2kni/pA) = 0, it follows that a(A) n ( U Q2kni/po(A)) = 0 for 
k = i k = i 
any AeI0(X) such that a(A) c A. From Corollary 2.8 it follows that ApeI0(X) 
for any A є Z0(X) such that o{A) o A. 
7 , - 1 9 
Conversely, if A n(Ue2kn[/pA) Ф 0, as A is open there exists А є ( Л \ { 0 } ) п 
p - l / c = l 
n ( U e 2 f c n i / p J ) . Consequently, there exist fieA\{0} and fce{l,...,p- 1} such 
fc= i 
that Я = e2kni/pß, so that A ф ^ and Ap = jup, and therefore the function fp: A ^ C 
(where fp(z) = zp for any z є zl) is not one-to-one. Since fp is not constant on any 
component ofA, from Theorem 2.9, ii) it follows that there exists A e I0(X) such that 
ЛрфІ0{Х). 
Corollary 2.10 obviously proves, in particular, that Z0(X), generally speaking, 
is not closed with respect to powers. 
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